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Basic English Grammar is a classic developmental skills text for beginning students of
English as a second or foreign language. It uses a grammar-based approach integrated
with communicative methodologies to prmote the development of all language skills.
While keeping the same basic approach and materials as in earlier edtions, the fourth
edition continues to build on the foundation of understanding form and meaning by
engaging students in meaningful communication about real actions, real things, and
their own lives in classroom context. Several of the new features are: Information in the
grammar charts highlighting important differences between spoken and written English;
Step-by-step writing activities with models for students to follow; Innovative warm-up
exercises that precede the grammar charts and introduce points to be taught; Newly
created exercises to give students more incremental grammar practice; Structurebased listening exercises that introduce students to relaxed, reduced speech"--Page 4
of cover.
This text focuses on elements essential for successful pronunciation ¿ stress,
intonation, individual sounds (both vowels and consonants), linking, reductions,
ellipses, consonant replacements, and inflectional endings. Also provides a variety of
exercises to practice for the SPEAK test.
Next Generation Grammar seamlessly blends course work and online content to
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optimize instruction and provide a 21st century learning experience that will engage and
motivate learners. In class = Teacher directed Thematic lessons, concise presentations
and meaningful communicative activities integrate skills with grammar. Online =
Student directed Dynamic practice activities and rich feedback support
instruction…whenever, wherever. Also includes a Grammar Coach for quick, engaging
review in a student-friendly video format. Ongoing assessment allows teachers to track
progress and students to monitor their learning. The four-level series includes: Course
book available in print or eText format. ActiveTeach, a powerful electronic resource for
exciting whole-class teaching — allows instructors to project course book pages, play
video and audio, and create annotations. Also includes teaching notes.
Evidence for childhood and youth from the sixth century to the sixteenth, but with
particular emphasis on later medieval England.
Presents a collection of activities to help foriegn students learn English.
Fundamentals of English GrammarPearson College Division
Touchstone, together with Viewpoint, is a six-level English program based on research
from the Cambridge English Corpus. Touchstone Second Edition Full Contact with
DVD, Level 4 includes four key components of the Touchstone Second Edition series:
Student's Book, Level 4; Workbook, Level 4; Level 4 Video Activity Pages; and Video
on DVD.
The NorthStar video program includes ten engaging video segments, including
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segments from ABC News, featuring topics correlated to the themes in the NorthStar 4
listening and speaking, and reading and writing, student books. Each video segment is
from 2 to 5 minutes long and incorporates key vocabulary from the student books. The
DVD guide contains unit-by-unit video scripts, as well as vocabulary for comprehension
and background notes to enhance the accessibility and enjoyment of the video material.
Each of the ten video segments has an optional corresponding video activity that is
designed for students to use in class before, during, and after viewing the video. The
activities can be downloaded from the NorthStar companion website.
This teacher resource book is filled with more than 200 communicative, interactive, taskbased grammar games that help make learning grammar fun. All of these grammar
activity ideas are keyed to the Azar English Grammar Series, by Betty Schrampfer
Azar, and include complete step-by-step instructions for the activities to add a fun new
learning dimension to the classroom. For all ESL grammar teachers.
The Workbook consists solely of self-study exercises, with answers included, providing
students the opportunity to explore and practice grammar independently. It is keyed to
explanatory grammar charts in both the Student Book and the Chartbook.
Understanding and Using English Grammar is a classic developmental skills text for
intermediate to advanced English language learners.
The purpose of this book English, like all languages, is full of problems for the foreign
learner. Some of these points are easy to explain - for instance, the formation of
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questions, the difference between since and for, the meaning of after all. Other
problems are more tricky, and cause difficulty even for advanced students and
teachers. How exactly is the present perfect used? When do we use past tenses to be
polite? What are the differences between at, on and in with expressions of place? We
can say a chair leg - why not * a cat leg?When can we use the expression do so?
When is the used with superlatives? Is unless the same as if not? What are the
differences between come and go, between each and every, between big, large and
great, between fairly, quite, rather and pretty? Is it correct to say There's three more
bottles in the fridge? How do you actually say 3 x 4 = 12? And so on, and so on.
Practical English Usage is a guide to problems of this kind. It deals with over 600 points
which regularly cause difficulty to foreign students of English. It will be useful, for
example, to a learner who is not sure how to use a particular structure, or who has
made a mistake and wants to find out why it is wrong. It will also be helpful to a teacher
who is looking for a clear explanation of a difficult language point. There is very full
coverage of grammar, as well as explanations of a large number of common vocabulary
problems. There are also some entries designed to clarify more general questions (e.g.
formality, slang, the nature of standard English and dialects) which students and
teachers may find themselves concerned with.
Written in a lively style, organized for quick reference, and full of up-to-date examples, a
non-technical, practical guide answers the most common puzzles of everyday English
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grammar, spelling, style, and punctuation. Original. 15,000 first printing.
This book teaches the most common ESL grammar points in an accessible way through real
ESL errors together with suggested teaching techniques. Relevant grammar terminology is
explained. The four objectives of this book are to help teachers: (1) identify common ESL
grammar points and understand the details associated with each one; (2) improve their ability
to answer any grammar question on the spot (when on the "hot seat"); (3) anticipate common
ESL errors by grammar point, by first language, and/or by proficiency level; and (4) develop
more effective grammar/language learning lessons. These objectives are for all teachers,
whether they are teaching grammar directly or indirectly in a variety of classes -- including a
grammar class, a writing class, a speaking class, an ESP class, or a K-12 class.
"Over 100 teambuilding activities; ready-to-use blackline masters; step-by-step cooperative
learning structures" --Front cover.
Adds the power of multimedia to Azar grammar lessons, with an inviting mix of video, audio,
readings, and exercises. This CD-ROM offers clearly-focused grammar exercises, along with
70+ innovative video clips, original audio segments, and a variety of readings, to present
grammar in context. All exercises are from the classic Azar Grammar Series, by Betty S. Azar.
Contains rules and advice for improved effectiveness in written and oral English and a section
explaining common grammatical errors
Focus on Grammar helps students understand and practice English grammar through
contextualized listening, speaking, reading, and writing activities. Focus on Grammar combines
controlled and communicative practice with critical thinking skills and ongoing assessment.
Using a time-tested approach that has helped millions of students around the world,
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Fundamentals of English Grammar blends direct grammar instruction with carefully sequenced
practice to developspeaking, writing, listening, and reading skills. The fifth edition has been
extensively revised to keep pace with advances in theory and practice, particularly from
cognitive science. Now more than ever, teachers will find an extensive range of presentations,
activities, and tasks to meet the specific needs of their classes. New to This Edition * A pretest
at the start of each chapter allows learners to assess what they already know and orient
themselves to the chapter material. * Practice, spaced out over time, helps students learn
better. Numerous exercises have been added to provide more incremental practice. * New
charts and exercises show patterns to help learners make sense of the information. * Meaningbased practice is introduced at the sentence level. Students do not have to wait for longer
passages to work with meaning. * Frequent oral exercises encourage students to speak more
naturally and fluidly. * Step-by-step writing activities promote written fluency. All end-of-chapter
tasks include writing tips and editing checklists. * A wide range of contextualized exercises,
frequently including life skills vocabulary, encourages authentic language use. * Updated
grammar charts based on corpus research reflect current usage and highlight the differences
between written and spoken English in formal and informal contexts. * The BlackBookBlog
focuses on student success, cultural differences, and life-skills strategies. * End-of-the-chapter
Learning Checks help students assess their learning. * A Pearson Practice English app with
end-of-chapter learning checks, Student Book audio, and guided PowerPoint videos. * Revised
MyEnglishLab for a fully blended program.

Advanced Grammar text which encourages the readers to think critically about
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grammar and exposes them to a variety of linguistic theories. Supports and
assists readers in learning about the structure of the English language. Teaches
use of phase marker tree decisions. Includes traditional Reed-Kellogg diagrams,
extensive discussion of language acquisition. Includes examples of American
regional and social dialects. General interest; grammar
Basic English Grammar is a classic developmental skills text for beginning
students of English as a second or foreign language. The Workbook consists of
self-study exercises, with answers included, providing students with the
opportunity to explore and practice grammar independently. It is keyed to the
explanatory grammar charts in the Student Book. Volume B of the Workbook
includes Chapters 9-15 plus the Appendices. New to this edition: more
contextualized exercises micro-practice new readings with targeted grammar
practice updated real-world vocabulary
This alphabetic guide provides definitions and discussion of key terms used in
corpus linguistics. Corpus data is being used in a growing number of English and
Linguistics departments which have no record of past research with corpus data.
This is the first comprehensive glossary of the many specialist terms in corpus
linguistics and will be useful for corpus linguists and non corpus linguists alike.
Clearly written, by a team of experienced academics in the field, the glossary
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provides full coverage of both traditional and contemporary terminology.
We may all speak the same language, but getting to grips with grammar is the
ultimate challenge. You could be puzzled by prepositions, confused by
comparatives, or muddled over modals. Thankfully, this complete visual aid to
everything in the English language sets you straight with a clear and concise
format for easy understanding. The rules of English grammar are beautifully
presented with eye-catching illustrations, step-by-step graphics, and
straightforward explanations to help you learn. Suitable for English language
learners at all levels, including experienced English speakers looking for a recap
of key language points, English for Everyone: English Grammar Guide covers
basic, intermediate, and advanced grammar. There is no stone left unturned
when it comes to the English language. All kinds of problems are solved,
including tenses, verbs, adverbs, clauses, superlatives, and questions. You are
encouraged to spot patterns and sequences in language to see the similarities
and develop greater understanding. After an intensive review, test yourself with a
range of speaking, reading, and writing exercises to see how far you have come.
This essential grammar e-guide is part of DK's English for Everyone series, an
exciting and educational self-study course to build up confidence and fluency.
Whether you want to improve your grammar for school, study, exams (including
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TOEFL and IELTS), work, or travel, this is the perfect reading companion. Series
Overview: English for Everyone series teaches all levels of English, from
beginner to advanced, to speakers of English as a second language. Innovative
visual learning methods introduce key language skills, grammar, and vocabulary,
which are reinforced with a variety of speaking, reading, and writing exercises to
make the English language easier to understand and learn. Visit www.dkefe.com
to find out more.
The best-selling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as
one of the best books around for teaching grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar
and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens
of reproducible exercises, and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar to
middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and
more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and
usage simple and fun. This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the latest updates to
English usage and grammar and features a two-color design and lay-flat binding
for easy photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations,
offering “just the facts” on English grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully
updated to reflect the latest rules, along with quizzes and pre- and post-tests to
help teach grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in
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the US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand the major rules and
subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation offers comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
Grammar charts from the second edition of Fundamentals of English Grammar.
Easy-to-understand explanations with clear examples. An essential survey of
ESL /EFL grammar.
No ordinary dictionary, David Crystal's Dictionary of Language includes not only
descriptions of hundreds of languages literally from A to Z (Abkhaz to Zyryan)
and definitions of literary and grammatical concepts, but also explanations of
terms used in linguistics, language teaching, and speech pathology. If you are
wondering how many people speak Macedonian, Malay, or Makua, or if you're
curious about various theories of the origins of language, or if you were always
unsure of the difference between structuralism, semiotics, and sociolinguistics,
this superbly authoritative dictionary will answer all of your questions and
hundred of others.
Blending communicative and interactive approaches with tried-and-true grammar
teaching, "Basic English Grammar, " Third Edition, by Betty Schrampfer Azar and
Stacy A. Hagen, offers concise, accurate, level-appropriate grammar information
with an abundance of exercises, contexts, and classroom activities. New features
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of "Basic English Grammar," Third Edition: Increased speaking practice through
interactive pair and group work. New structure-focused listening exercises. More
activities that provide real communication opportunities. Added illustrations to
help students learn vocabulary, understand contexts, and engage in
communicative language tasks. New Workbook solely devoted to self-study
exercises. New Audio CDs and listening script in the back of the Student Book.
Student Book is available with or without Answer Key. Student Book and
Workbook are available in split versions.
This pack consists of the Basic English Grammar B Student Book and the
Workbook B. Blending communicative and interactive approaches with tried-andtrue grammar teaching, Basic English Grammar, Third Edition, by Betty
Schrampfer Azar and Stacy A. Hagen, offers concise, accurate, level-appropriate
grammar information with an abundance of exercises, contexts, and classroom
activities. Features of Basic English Grammar, Third Edition: Increased speaking
practice through interactive pair and group work. New structure-focused listening
exercises. More activities that provide real communication opportunities. Added
illustrations to help students learn vocabulary, understand contexts, and engage
in communicative language tasks. New Workbook solely devoted to self-study
exercises. New Audio CDs and listening script in the back of the Student Book.
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Addressing general questions of grammar in ESL theory and classroom practice,
this book offers ideas for the creative teaching of grammar. It also includes
suggestions for teaching most of the beginning-level structures, which are listed
separately in a grammar index.
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